Community Convening for Asian Americans and Muslim, Arab, and South Asian Americans in Maryland

Join Asian Americans Advancing Justice | AAJC, the Council on American-Islamic Relations, and OCA - Asian Pacific American Advocates national and DC chapter for a community convening on the census, naturalization, and state and local immigration policies. We will discuss how we can collaborate around each topic and build stronger alliances among Asian American and Muslim, Arab, and South Asian American communities in Maryland.

Saturday, February 16, 2019
1:00-4:00PM
Davis Library
6400 Democracy Blvd
Bethesda, MD

Closest metro station is Medical Center. Accessible by 47 Ride-on Bus and J2 and J3 Metrobus.

Please RSVP online at https://tinyurl.com/ycukcvj5 or by emailing Bessie Chan-Smitham (bchan@advancingjustice-aajc.org).